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Web site of the week: Doodle
By ERIC GOODWIN
McClatchy-Tribune News Service

Organizing group events is like herding cats. Wrangling everyone's busy schedules makes even simple things
like planning a lunch date with friends exhausting - especially if you're the one doing the wrangling. Fortunately,
Doodle (http://doodle.com) takes most of the pain out of scheduling, saving you time and energy.

Doodle lets you set up a poll with multiple dates and times for your prospective event, then invite others - via e-
mail - to vote on the dates/times that fit their availability.

The date/time that gets the most votes wins. Viva democracy!

As the administrator, you receive e-mail alerts every time one of your invitees votes or leaves a comment
(invitees have the option to also receive alerts but it requires registering with the site). Doodle also lets
administrators send group reminders, final results and save poll tallies as PDF or Microsoft Excel files.

You may also include a Google Maps link to the location of your event if you have a specific venue in mind.

Although you have the option to sign up for a free Doodle account, membership isn't required and as long you
have an e-mail address you can begin using the service right away. By joining you have centralized access to all
the polls you create/participate in.

Doodle integrates with several popular calendaring services including Google Calendar, Yahoo Calendar,
Microsoft Outlook and Apple iCal so you don't have to worry about forgetting the event, just let Doodle remember
it for you.

Although it has a strange name for a scheduling service, Doodle performs very well and is a joy to use. Voting on
a set number of dates/times takes the drama out of setting up appointments and lets you and your invitees focus
on the meeting at hand.

(Eric Goodwin writes Hotlink for McClatchy-Tribune News Service. You can send e-mail to
egoodwin@mctinfoservices.com. Follow Hotlink on Twitter at http://twitter.com/mct-hotlink)
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